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From Incurable to Incredible features 27 stories of cancer survivors who shocked everyone by
overcoming a terminal prognosis.You'll learn about Dave Massey, who in 1986 and again in
1997, was given six months to live. Today, he runs marathons and speaks at cancer centers
nationwide to spread his message of hope.Paul Falk, diagnosed 23 years ago at age 9 with
acute leukemia, describes how his doctors wondered if he would survive two weeks. A year
later, he wowed everyone by becoming the personal guest of then Vice President George H.W.
Bush.And then there's Ann Fonfa, who was diagnosed with stage IV breast cancer in 1999. On
Sept. 12, 2001, she learned she had no evidence of disease, as smoke billowed from the World
Trade Center blocks away. Today she continues to be clear of cancer and leads the Annie
Appleseed Foundation, a respected online clearing house for information on complimentary
cancer therapies.The book includes a list of common attributes these survivors share, thought-
provoking questions for discussion and support groups and insights on survivorship from best-
selling author Bernie Siegel, MD, and Doug Ulman, CEO and president of LIVESTRONG.This
book is not just for cancer survivors, but for anyone who wants inspiration for overcoming life's
challenges. As Bernie Siegel says in his introduction, "From Incurable to Incredible as "a book
everyone should read."



Copyright © 2010 Tami BoehmerAll Rights Reserved.DedicationThis book is dedicated to my
incredible husband Mike and daughter Chrissy. Thank you for inspiring, encouraging, and
supporting me. Without you, I would have never created this book. You’re the reason I’m beating
the odds every day. I love you.In MemoryIn memory of Jayme Cope, Alan Crace, Marianne
Logan, Jennifer O’Neil, Heather Ray, and Anquionette Williams—You bravely faced cancer and
will always live on as miracle survivors in my eyes.And to my dad Irvin Greenfield, stepmother
Jean Chesler Greenfield, and grandmother Shirley Reis—I know you would be very proud of this
work and how it is helping others.AcknowledgementsMy deepest gratitude goes to all of the
amazing people who shared their stories for this book. You are an inspiration to me, and I
consider each and every one of you my friend.I owe so much to my dear friend Jami Elliot, who
believed in me and this book enough to generously cover the publishing costs. Your friendship
means more to me than you’ll ever know. I also want to thank my editor Beth Franks, who
patiently guided me through this process far beyond editing copy. I couldn’t have done this
without you.Mark and Cathy Lyons, thank you for graciously donating your photography talent to
make a middle-aged woman look good. Thanks to Randall Reese, who designed a cover that
truly makes the message come to life, and to Ashley Oehler for her keen proofreading skills. And
to Jason Bayer, who helped me reach others through his fabulous blog and Web site design.I
want to give a shout-out to Doug Ulman, Lee Boerner, and the rest of the staff at LIVESTRONG,
who helped connect me with several of the survivors featured in the following pages. You were
extremely gracious with your time and made us feel special when we visited your headquarters.
Other people who helped connect me with survivors are: Roberta Hershon from Hope in Bloom,
Heather Gregorie, Melissa Drozdowski, Sally DiMuzio, Peter Shankman with Help a Reporter
Out, and my personal public relations consultant and husband Mike Boehmer.To Tracie Metzger
and all my other buddies in Pink Ribbon Girls, thanks for your friendship and sending me to
conferences to expand my knowledge and meet other survivors. And to all the people who have
supported my blog, including Becky Grizovic, Jo Wehage, Dr. Gary Huber, and countless
others.There are so many people in my life who have supported and encouraged me along the
way. If I haven’t put your names on this page, know that you’re always in my heart.Table of
ContentsTitle PageCopyright PageA word from Bernie Siegel, M.D., best-selling author of Love,
Medicine and Miracles and dozens of other booksForeword by Doug Ulman, President, Lance
Armstrong FoundationCommon attributes of “miracle survivors”Part I: PurposeChapter 1: My
story—Tami BoehmerStage IV breast cancerThe author of this book formed her own support
group of survivors who beat the odds. By writing about their stories, she helps others and heals
her life.Chapter 2: I’m here for a reason—Greg BarnhillOcular melanoma and
mesotheliomaTwice diagnosed with cancer, Greg survived seven surgeries and multiple
treatments. He shares what he has learned from his experiences to ease the way for other
cancer survivors at the bedside, in the chemo suite, and at his church.Chapter 3: Erasing the
stigma of lung cancer—Deb VioletStage IIIA non-small cell lung cancerWhen she was first
diagnosed, she was afraid to ask for help. Today, Deb boldly pushes for reform to support other



lung cancer survivors.Chapter 4: Living for two—Cathy WolfeOvarian cancerAfter she was
diagnosed with ovarian cancer, doctors could not guarantee Cathy’s survival if she continued
her pregnancy. That didn’t stop her, and today she has her health, as well as a healthy son to
show for it.Chapter 5: Give strong—Penny FeddickStage IV non-Hodgkin lymphomaThey told
Penny she’d die within a year without a bone marrow transplant. Seven years later, she is still
very much alive and is convincing legislators to bring cancer funding to the forefront.Discussion
QuestionsPart II: AttitudeChapter 6: Winning the big game—Bob KiehsendahlChronic myeloid
leukemiaBob’s game plan for recovery yielded unexpected wins: a lifelong friend and the
miraculous birth of a son he was told he could never have.Chapter 7: Finding the gift in cancer—
Brenda MichaelsCervical cancer and breast cancerA victim of childhood abuse who later
abused her own body, Brenda used cancer to transform her life. She and her husband now
inspire others to find meaning in their lives on their program, Conscious Talk Radio.Chapter 8:
Prince for a day—Paul FalkAcute Myeloid Leukemia (AML)Paul was nine years old when he was
given months to live, but this feisty boy and his mom were ready to fight. Little did they know this
experience would later bring them to the nation’s capital, where they were given a welcome fit for
a dignitary.Chapter 9: Planting seeds of hope—Ann FonfaStage IV breast cancerWhen Ann was
diagnosed with stage IV breast cancer in 1999, she embarked on her own research to finding
alternatives to chemotherapy. On September 12, 2001, as smoke billowed from the World Trade
Center blocks away, she learned she was cancer-free.Chapter 10: Cancer is a disease of love—
Evan MattinglyStage IV neuroendocrin carcinoid cancerWhen Evan’s mother was dying of
cancer, she taught him about the importance of expressing love to the people in your life. Today
as Evan faces his own cancer, he heeds his mother’s words every day and blesses everyone
with his positive outlook and sense of humor.Discussion QuestionsPart III: SupportChapter 11: A
mother’s love—Rose PaulStage IV choriocarcinomaCancer took away Rose’s mobility and
ability to work, but because of it, she met her soul mate. She credits his love and care for her
wonderful life.Chapter 12: Blessings and blooms— Susan FarmerStage IV breast cancerSusan
had always been a nurturing person, but she found she needed nurturing when she was
diagnosed with breast cancer. Thanks to a wonderful husband, friends and an organization
called Hope in Bloom, Susan was able to recover and give back to others once again.Chapter
13: With a little help from my friends—Steve ScottStage IV colon cancerSteve was ready to give
up when five different doctors told him he was going to die. His wife, support groups, and friends
gave him the gumption to live.Chapter 14: Hurricanes, humor, and healing—Christine
DittmannStage IV ovarian cancerShe survived two disasters simultaneously: a dire cancer
prognosis and Hurricane Katrina. She keeps her spirit up with writing, parenting, and a little bit of
dark humor.Chapter 15: For the love of Andrew—Patty MeleStage IV breast cancerPatty always
assumed the role of “Super Mom” to her son with special needs. When she was suddenly
diagnosed with stage IV breast cancer, she learned she needed to take care of herself before
taking care of others.Chapter 16: Calling all angels—Jonny ImermanStage IV testicular
cancerWhen Jonny was diagnosed in his twenties, he desperately needed to talk to another



young testicular survivor. Unable to locate anyone, he founded Imerman Angels, a nonprofit
organization that matches survivors worldwide, so no one has to face cancer alone.Discussion
QuestionsPart IV: PerseveranceChapter 17: Every day is a good day—Dave MasseyStage IV
germ cell cancerDoctors told Dave twice he had six months to live. Now, twenty-three years
later, he runs marathons and spreads hope around the country through his non-profit
organization.Chapter 18: A work of art—Yvonne CooperStage IV leiomyosarcomaAfter three
recurrences, Yvonne discovered a unique treatment protocol unknown to her doctors. Now
cancer-free, her colorful and unique ceramic pieces demonstrate her joy, determination, and
serenity.Chapter 19: Riding the distance—Jack GrayStage IV prostate cancerLance Armstrong
was Jack’s inspiration for beating the odds, increasing awareness and riding for the
cure.Chapter 20: Hope, faith, and Charlie—Charlie CapodannoStage IV choroid plexus
carcinomaCharlie was just six months old when they discovered he had a rare form of brain and
spine cancer. He amazed doctors by his irrepressible determination and remains that way today,
nine years later.Chapter 21: The power of participation—Daniel LevyOligodendrogliomaThe
former movie producer launched his own production to unravel the mystery of his diagnosis and
find his life-saving treatment.Chapter 22: Strongest Mary—Mary JacobsonStage IV
adenocarcinomaBefore undergoing surgery for a rare form of cancer, Mary bought a coffin and
made arrangements for her young daughter. Fifteen years later, she competes in Strong Woman
competitions and pulls planes, trains, and automobiles for charity.Discussion QuestionsPart V:
FaithChapter 23: Living to serve—Buzz SheffieldStage IV carcenoid cancerOnly God knows
why Buzz is still alive more than five years after he was told he had three to six months to live.
And that’s the point—his faith and service keep him going strong.Chapter 24: Thirty-five years
and counting—Denny SeewerEwing’s sarcomaDenny asked God to either heal him or “take him
home.” Thirty-five years later, the answer is apparent.Chapter 25: Hangin’ on faith—Kathy
WoodStage IV breast cancerKathy felt protected even though she was given little hope from her
doctors. Today she shares God’s healing message with others through her online
ministry.Chapter 26: God talked to me twice—Jerry StarkesEsophageal cancerDoctors gave him
less than a six percent chance of surviving, but God had something else in mind. Now Jerry’s
heeding God’s message to him to share his story of healing and hope to others.Chapter 27:
From lucky to blessed—Nancy HammHepatocellular carcinomaNancy used to be concerned
about things like her looks and money. Cancer showed her how to count her blessings for the
meaningful things in life.Discussion QuestionsResourcesA word from Bernie Siegel, M.D.Best-
selling author of Love, Medicine and Miracles; Faith,Hope and Healing; and dozens of other
books From Incurable to Incredible is a book that everyone should read because it is filled with
the wisdom of those who have confronted their mortality and let it become their teacher. When
we learn to nourish our lives, we pay attention to our hunger for living. We use it to guide us and
heal our lives. Curing our bodies is a side effect.Self-induced healing is not an accident or a
spontaneous lucky occurrence. It takes work, and the work is learning to love ourselves, our
lives, and our bodies. When we do that, our bodies do the best they can to keep us alive.I’ve



learned much as a physician who has counseled cancer patients for many decades. In my latest
book Faith, Hope and Healing, which features inspiring lessons from people living with cancer, I
reflect upon what each story teaches us about not just surviving, but thriving.I am concerned
that readers of this book may miss some of the wisdom it contains because of how simply it is
presented by those living the message. In other words, tourists often are not aware of what is
obvious to the natives. So please read the stories slowly and thoughtfully and refer to the
common themes addressed at the beginning of this book. These commonalities, coupled with
the stories, speak volumes of their effectiveness.I would also recommend From Incurable to
Incredible to those of you who are not threatened by illness, so you can live a longer, healthier,
and happier life. Remember life is uncertain, so do what makes you happy and eat dessert
first.The Power of HopeForeword by Doug Ulman, President and Chief Executive Officer, Lance
Armstrong FoundationThe importance of survivors sharing their experiences is something we
stress frequently at the Lance Armstrong Foundation (LAF). When people ask about advocacy
and volunteering, I tell them, “If all you do is share your story, you are doing a great deal. It is
such a powerful testimony.”This sounds like a simple way to get involved, but its significance
can’t be measured. Sharing your experience is almost always therapeutic for you, and the
benefits to others are far-ranging. That’s why stories like those in From Incurable to Incredible
are so vital. Knowing others have been down the same road is very powerful.Lance often tells
the story of how one doctor said to him, “I like your chances.” He said all he needed was that
confidence, someone who believed. People want to be inspired and hopeful.That’s why I don’t
often see the value of statistics. It might be helpful if a doctor told patients that people with this
diagnosis have a 90 percent chance of surviving. But telling them they have a 20 percent
chance? What does that do but demoralize them? Could you make a statement about the
gravity of the situation and still offer hope? I think so.Hope was something I was certainly
seeking when I was diagnosed with chondrosarcoma, a very rare cancer that appears on
cartilage. I was nineteen at the time, entering my sophomore year at Brown University, and had
no symptoms at all. I went to the doctor not because of any pain, but because of some asthmatic
episodes. X-rays showed a shadow behind my heart. We thought it was a heart condition. The
next day, I got a CT scan, which showed a tumor they thought was growing for a long time.It was
so overwhelming; I couldn’t process it at first. I was shocked, angry, and frustrated. But I went
through treatment, and my doctors pronounced I was in remission.About seven months later, I
noticed a mole. I didn’t think twice about it, but I went to my dermatologist for a checkup. I was in
my dorm room one night when I got a call from my doctor, who said I had melanoma.This was
one of the most devastating days of my life. I had been feeling really good. I had recuperated and
gone back to school. Then all of a sudden, I had melanoma, which was another thing I didn’t
know anything about. Immediately I went through fear, denial, frustration, and anger. My
emotions were like a roller coaster.Three months later, I was diagnosed again. This time, it was a
tiny mole—no discoloration or abnormal borders. I just mentioned to my doctor that it was itchy.
She said, “With your history, let’s check it.” They took it off, and said it was melanoma again.I



was very lucky to have an amazing family, great friends, and a network of supportive people
around me. My family is really tight-knit and this experience brought us even closer. But even
when you have great friends and family, there are times they don’t know what to say or how to
act. It’s not their fault; it’s just not what they’re used to.It helped that I’m an optimist. I just
approached cancer with the notion that I could overcome this and do great things. There were
periods of depression and frustration. But you just hit a point when you stop asking, “why me?”
and start considering your next steps. A lot of people around me were very positive and
encouraging, and they made a big difference in my life.It’s surreal when you have your whole life
ahead of you, and then you’re told you have cancer. One of the hardest things facing young
people with cancer is the loss of autonomy. As a young adult, you’re supposed to become
independent. You go away to school or work or are starting your own family. Cancer forces you to
be totally dependent on so many people in so many ways, whether it’s medical professionals or
family and friends, which is a really hard thing to experience.I was looking for people who
understood how I was feeling, but I had trouble finding young adult support groups. Some
contacts at organizations even told me young people don’t get cancer. That was shocking and
unacceptable.My family fostered the idea that if something is missing in your life and community,
you should fill the void and not wait for someone else to do it. So I called my parents and said we
should take the lead and start an organization. That was the beginning of the Ulman Cancer
Fund for Young Adults, which provides support and advocacy for young adults with cancer.Right
after that, people started coming out of the woodwork and contacting us. They said they felt the
same way—they wanted to talk to other young people and couldn’t find anybody.During this
time, Lance Armstrong and I first crossed paths. I was playing on Brown’s soccer team, which
was ranked second in the country, so there were a lot of articles written about my story. A
European journalist, who went to Brown and was covering cycling for The International Herald
Tribune, sent an article about me to Lance.One day I received an email from Lance. I really didn’t
know who he was, though I’d heard about a cyclist who had cancer. At the end of the letter he
said, “We are the lucky ones. Let’s try to find a way to work together and try and change the
world.” After about three years of emailing back and forth, I traveled to Austin to meet Lance.
Shortly after that, he asked me to work with him at the LAF to help young adult survivors. I joined
the LAF in 2001 and have been with the organization since.I’m most proud of the way the LAF is
focused on helping survivors. Sure, we’re about fighting cancer, but we’re also about supporting
people and changing their lives. If nothing else, we continue to reach, empower, and inspire
them to mobilize. I think people around the globe want to get involved in something that can
positively impact others and change the world. At the LAF we’re giving individuals the
opportunity to do that.We’ve funded many great programs and research and have done a lot to
get cancer on the agenda, but we’ve barely begun. I think the millions of people diagnosed with
cancer each year deserve an organization that’s fully committed to doing everything possible to
ensure people won’t have to suffer from cancer in the future.On a personal level, I always look at
the gifts cancer brings. For me, one of these gifts was the opportunity to participate, after



graduating from Brown, in a hundred-mile marathon in the Himalayan Mountains. It was
sponsored by World Team Sports, an organization that joins disabled individuals with able-
bodied people to raise awareness of athletes who have overcome adversity.We ran seventeen to
twenty-three miles per day, camping along the way. It was a real physical challenge, but it was
also a spiritual and emotional challenge and a turning point in my life. I did something I never
thought was possible and pushed my body to a point where I could really trust it again. This felt
like a testament to the human spirit and all the people who helped me along the way.I remember
crossing the finish line in a small town in India with people cheering. I thought, “I’m really alive.
I’m back!” If I hadn’t had cancer, I probably wouldn’t have been able to do it.Another gift of
cancer was that I had to mature a lot faster than most people. Now I’m thirty-two and have
learned a lot in a short period of time. These are things you can’t teach somebody; the kind of
lessons that most people learn much later in life or not at all.None of us know how much longer
we have. Life is so short; you have to do what you like. I don’t spend much time doing things I’m
not really interested in doing. I think we only have one chance here, and I want to make every
minute count. I cram as much as I can into every day.The individuals featured in this book are
living testaments to the concept of making every day count. Their stories show that numbers do
not tell the whole story when it comes to cancer survivorship. To me, statistics are meaningless.
They are based on a whole bunch of people who aren’t me. It’s impossible to know for certain
what is to come.We do know there is hope, no matter what statistics indicate. For those of us
who have been down this path, there is nothing more powerful.Lance Armstrong
Foundation:Ulman Cancer Fund for Young Adults:World Team Sports:Common attributes of
“miracle survivors”A note from the authorWhen I started interviewing individuals for From
Incurable to Incredible, I was searching for answers. It was an extremely personal journey. As
someone facing a stage IV breast cancer diagnosis, you could say my life depended on it.My
biggest question was: What sets people apart who beat the odds of a terminal or incurable
prognosis? As I was putting the stories together, I noticed many similarities among survivors
who share their stories. Rather than passively accepting their circumstances; they decided to
transform them by:• Refusing to buy into statistics and the death sentences many of them were
given.• Never giving up, no matter what. They may have had down times, but were able to pull
themselves together and do what they needed to do.• Relying on support from family, loved
ones, or support groups. These connections gave them a reason to carry on.• Choosing to look
on the bright side and see the gifts cancer brings.• Giving back and making a difference in
other people’s lives, whether it was fundraising, lobbying, or supporting other survivors.•
Having a strong sense of faith. Even if they didn’t believe in God, they believed in something
larger than themselves.• Being proactive participants in their health care.• Viewing their lives
as transformed by their experience.Because they have so much in common, I have singled out
attributes they described as being vital to their healing and divided this book into five sections:
Purpose, Attitude, Support, Perseverance, and Faith. To help you get the most of the book and
for use in book study and discussion groups, there are questions to consider at the end of each



section. Even so, it’s difficult to single out just one thing that contributed to these survivors’
healing, so you’ll notice common themes repeated among the stories.While I call the individuals
in this book, “miracle survivors,” overcoming the odds wasn’t something that just happened to
them. Each person took a very active role in overcoming their challenges, whether it was
activating their faith or transforming their lifestyle.If you find yourself relating to individuals in the
book, you’re on the right track to healing, health, and joy in your life. I hope reading these stories
helps you as much as it has helped me.Hugs and Healing!Tami BoehmerPart
IPurposeCHAPTER 1My storyTami BoehmerAge 46Stage IV breast cancerDiagnosed 2002 and
2008Cincinnati, OhioFor someone who has received a cancer diagnosis—especially a less than
optimistic one—hearing an inspiring survivor story is like spotting a rescue ship when you are
drowning in a stormy sea.On February 4, 2008, I was desperate for such stories. Staring at my
breast surgeon’s forlorn face, I knew something was terribly wrong.I’d insisted on seeing her a
month earlier than my regular checkup because of a large lump I discovered in my right armpit. I
had worried from time to time about some swelling and hardness. Since the swelling would go
down, my surgeon thought it was probably hormonal. I was so relieved, I didn’t question it.Now I
wanted answers. She ordered an ultrasound to determine if it was a solid tumor.“What do you
think it is?” I asked, fear welling up inside of me.“I think it’s a recurrence,” she replied. “But we
need to do a biopsy to be sure.”“Well, at least it hasn’t spread,” I said, grasping for any shred of
hope she could throw my way.She looked at me with an expression that I interpreted as extreme
pity and remorse. My world as I knew it ceased to exist.The biopsy results showed it was indeed
cancer. The tumor was nine centimeters in diameter, and nine out of fifteen lymph nodes tested
were positive. Subsequent CT and PET scans reported that it had spread to lymph nodes in my
chest and to my liver.We decided to go to M.D. Anderson Cancer Center in Houston, Texas, for a
second opinion. I figured it was the one of the best cancer centers in the nation; maybe they
would have some miracle treatment my local oncologist couldn’t provide. They didn’t.At the end
of our consultation with the oncologist there, I asked about my prognosis. Suddenly, she scooted
her chair up so she was directly facing my husband Mike and me.“You could live two years or
twenty years, but you will die of breast cancer,” she said sadly.In my mind, I was screwed. I knew
of several women who died quickly after their cancer had spread. I felt devastated—and angry. I
wondered why it wasn’t caught sooner.My first thought was Chrissy, my eight-year-old daughter.
I had to do something to make sure I’d be there for her.During that holiday season just two
months before, I shared with a coworker how grateful and happy I was. I had just celebrated my
five-year, cancer-free anniversary; I was feeling more competent on my new job, and I adored
Chrissy and Mike. It seemed that I could finally push aside my worries and get on with life.When I
was first diagnosed with breast cancer in 2002 at age thirty-eight, my oncologist told me my
prognosis was excellent. I had no lymph node involvement. After going through a lumpectomy,
aggressive chemotherapy, and radiation, I was declared cancer-free.Looking at the grim
statistics of a stage IV diagnosis, I longed for such rosy optimism. If I couldn’t get it from medical
professionals, I was going to seek it from others. I needed to talk with other cancer survivors who



didn’t accept doctors’ predictions—people who beat the odds. I was determined to find out how
they did it so I could do it, too.The first person I thought of was Buzz Sheffield, a volunteer prayer
chaplain at our church. Buzz always sat in the front row with a snazzy suit and dazzling smile.
You could almost see the light of God emanating from him.The previous year, I had seen Buzz
sitting in the courtyard of the large teaching hospital where I worked. It was a beautiful sunny
day, and Buzz looked peaceful as he read a book. As usual, I was in a rush. An ambitious public
relations specialist, I was dashing to meet a TV reporter who was doing a story on one of our
patients.“What are you doing here, Buzz?” I asked after we exchanged hellos.“I’m waiting for
tests,” he said.“Well I hope they turn out okay,” I said, ready to move on to my meeting with the
reporter.“Oh, I have a feeling I know what they’re going to say,” he said matter-of-factly. “I have
cancer all over my body.”I stood there in shock. I never would have guessed that this active,
robust man had anything wrong with him. We didn’t know each other well at the time, but I felt a
special connection with him from that moment on.After church that Sunday, I asked him about
the tests and his illness. He told me he had carcinoid cancer, a rare, slow-moving disease that
often attacks the intestines and other parts of the body where hormones are produced. Four
years earlier, doctors told him he had only three to six months to live. His cancer was so
extensive, chemotherapy wasn’t an option. He refused to listen to their doomsday predictions
and chose to focus on healing through prayer, giving back to others, healthy nutrition, and
exercise. Looking at him and his active lifestyle, I knew whatever he was doing was working.The
first night after getting my dreaded diagnosis, I needed to talk to someone who understood what
I was going through, and more important, someone who was doing well. I gave Buzz a call.“Tell
me everything you are doing,” I said, anxious to emulate him. “I’m taking notes.”The first thing he
told me was to keep fighting and remain positive. He also told me about his strong spiritual
connection, healthy diet, and exercise routine. I started following his advice as I went through ten
months of chemotherapy.I made significant changes in my lifestyle. I left my stressful job and
made exercise, prayer, visualization, and affirmations a daily routine. I consulted regularly with
my spiritual coach Terry McBride, an author and inspirational speaker I met at my church. I
abandoned my chronic sugar addiction and switched to a healthy, whole foods diet. I focused on
serving others in my breast cancer support group and at church. I also delivered meals to elderly
people in my neighborhood. I began to devote more time to enriching all of my relationships,
especially with my family, myself, and God.Although my side effects were minimal and my
tumors shrank with every scan, I fought off depression and was haunted by the sinking feeling I
was going to die. With all the focus on myself and getting well, I felt useless and empty. I was
searching for meaning in my life.My husband Mike and I work in public relations and have always
dreamed of writing a book together. He suggested I write a book about my cancer journey. “How
can I write about it when I’m so early in the process?” I’d say.In June, three months into my
chemo treatments, we went on vacation with Mike’s family at Rice Lake in Canada. On one of my
daily morning walks, an idea popped into my mind. “Why not write a book about other advanced
stage cancer patients and how they beat the odds?” I thought it would not only be therapeutic for



me, but it could help others. I knew from experience that people needed to hear success stories
and the importance of hope in fighting cancer. The empty hole I was feeling started to dissipate.
This was the sense of purpose I was seeking.I knew there had to be people out there like Buzz,
and I was determined to find them. I began with a Web site that connects authors and reporters
to sources. Later I contacted the Lance Armstrong Foundation, which publicized my call for
stories in one of their newsletters. I started a blog to share stories and ask for more. I networked
on Twitter and Facebook and carried business cards for my blog, talking up my project wherever
I went.The more people I found who shared their stories, the more confident I became that I, too,
would beat the odds. I talked with so many of these incredible survivors that it began to seem
they were the norm, not the exception to it. They showed me anything is possible, and there is
always hope.As I write this, I am continuing treatment for cancer with hormone therapy, diet,
supplements, exercise and prayer. My latest scans show my efforts are working. The spots are
shrinking and showing reduced cancer activity.For me, cancer was a wake-up call. If I didn’t
learn the first time around, this second bout certainly caught my attention. Cancer has brought
many blessings that I would not have realized without this daunting challenge. Writing this book
is certainly one of them. The process of interviewing the amazing individuals featured in this
book and writing their stories has been extremely therapeutic.This book is for people who need
proof that advanced cancer doesn’t have to be a death sentence…even if that’s what doctors
predict. The outstanding individuals who share their stories in the following pages prove you
cannot place a time limit on the human spirit. They simply refused to give up and accept a
doctor’s prediction on how long they had to live.These miracle survivors taught me cancer
doesn’t have to be a death sentence. From them, I learned cancer was the beginning of a new
way of life filled with appreciation, hope, and discovering my potential. I hope reading From
Incurable to Incredible will inspire you to overcome your obstacles—whatever they might be.Visit
Tami at her blog, Miracle Survivors: Inspiration and Information for Cancer Thrivers,
at .CHAPTER 2I’m here for a reasonGreg BarnhillAge 56Intraocular melanoma and
mesotheliomaDiagnosed 2001 and 2004Houston, TexasI’m an insurance investigator. My job
involves surveying damage from disasters—whether it’s a natural one like a hurricane or man-
made such as the Oklahoma City bombing. I wouldn’t think twice about walking on a roof or
stepping through rubble from a fire. I thought I’d seen it all. But that was before cancer.I started
seeing flashes in my left eye after being on the scene for Tropical Storm Allison. I figured it was
stress-related, but I decided to go to my eye doctor just in case. He looked at it and said there
was something wrong in the back of my eyeball. So I went to a retina specialist who ran some
tests. He told me, “You have a lesion under the optic nerve. It’s cancer.”My tumor was in an
unusual place—the incident rate is six per million people or 1,400 cases a year. How I got it, no
one knows. I suspect the culprit was creosote (the black, grimy stuff that’s on telephone poles)
that splashed in my eye when I was working on a high school Boy Scout project.My doctor
recommended a treatment where they implanted a small, gold plaque infused with radioactive
seeds behind the eye. I was in the hospital almost a week over Christmas while I recovered from



the surgery. Later I had another surgery to remove the radioactive plaque. Despite some loss of
vision, I was fine. But I was told to do regular checkups because this kind of cancer often
spreads to the liver.In 2003, they said the tumors were growing again, but luckily it was
contained in the eye. Removing my eye was my only option. Thanks to the wonders of medical
technology, they were able to connect some donor tissue to the muscles behind the eye so my
prostheses can move normally. People don’t even notice.I continued my checkups without
incident until a year later. Soon after my regular scans, my doctor called and said he needed to
see me to go over my results. When it’s good news, they tell you over the phone. When it’s bad
news, they want to tell you in person. He wanted to meet in his faculty office before rounds.My
wife Sue went with me, and we were a wreck as we sat there waiting. The doctor told us, “We
found lesions in your abdomen when we were doing the ultrasound. We’re not sure what they
are. We can watch them, or we can do a biopsy.”I said I didn’t want to wait, so we did the biopsy.
We found out it was mesothelioma, a rare cancer caused by asbestos exposure. Typically it’s in
your lungs; mine was in the omentum, a layer of muscle that covers the liver and
abdomen.Somewhere down the line, I’d been exposed. Before I was diagnosed, I never thought
about the dangers of my job. When a building burned down, I never thought of what might be
floating around in the air while I was walking around. I began taking precautions from that
moment on.My doctor recommended a clinical trial at the National Cancer Center and National
Institutes of Health in Maryland for a new treatment called CHPP, which stands for Continuous
Hyperthermic Peritoneal Perfusion. The surgical procedure involves heating the chemotherapy
drugs and distributing them throughout the peritoneal cavity wall.They told me, “This is not a
curable cancer, but maybe we can manage it.” At that time, depending on what you read, the
mortality rate was eight-and-a-half to eighteen months. I was told it was caught relatively early. If
I hadn’t been getting regular follow-ups, they would have found it much later.The surgery alone
lasted eleven hours. Surgeons removed my omentum, spleen, and tumors, then inserted a port
into my abdomen for the chemo drugs. It took another hour and a half to wrap me in ice while
they circulated the heated drugs throughout my peritoneal cavity.Ten days after the surgery, they
did another round of chemo through my port—this time while I was awake. When I came home
after a couple of weeks in the hospital, my incision was still open so an infection I’d developed
could heal. This took almost six months. Sue was amazing. She became my caregiver, packing
my incision and changing dressings twice a day. We also received a lot of support from people at
church and work.In 2008, the doctor at the National Cancer Institute released me from the
clinical trial. He said, “You’re ahead of the curve; what we did is now the standard of care for this
disease. You don’t have to come back anymore.” I’ve been in remission ever since.Although the
odds were against me, I think statistics are what you make of them. It’s like politicians from
opposing parties – they can both say the same things, but in different ways. A really good article
about how statistics can be skewed is called, “The Median Isn’t the Message” by Dr. Stephen
Jay Gould, a mesothelioma survivor. It helped confirm my belief that cancer doesn’t have to be a
death sentence. New research and treatments are coming out all the time. My clinical trial



couldn’t have been done twenty years ago.I’ve had two rare diseases. Now to be alive and well –
it’s a miracle. From the fall of 2001 to December 2006, I’ve had seven surgeries. I have no
gallbladder, spleen, omentum, or left eye, but thanks to the man upstairs taking good care of me,
I’m here. I believe it’s for a reason.My faith had a lot to do with my survival. There have been
times when I was lying in the hospital bed feeling angry and asked, “God what do I do?” I
eventually realized there is a purpose for everything.That purpose, for me, is to help others who
have cancer. I volunteer for a group called Lifeline Chaplaincy and see cancer patients and their
caregivers at local hospitals. We talk to patients and families and see how we can help meet
their needs, whether it’s finding accessible parking or serving them communion. I go to the
chemo ward on my lunch hour every Friday to see who’s there and talk to them. They’ll ask
questions about getting a second opinion and talking to their kids about cancer. I don’t give
advice; I just let them talk.I also volunteer for an organization called CanCare, which partners
cancer survivors with others who have the same diagnosis and life circumstances. Recently a
CanCare coordinator told me about a lady in the hospital who’d been diagnosed with peritoneal
mesothelioma: “She doesn’t know if she wants to talk to anyone yet. She’s pretty upset. Would
you talk to her?” So I went there and we talked. Usually people are shocked and overwhelmed
when they’re first diagnosed.It helps to meet someone who can say, “Been there, done that, got
the T-shirt, and now I’m fine.”Had you told me five or six years ago I’d be doing hospital ministry,
I’d have said you were crazy. It was the farthest thing from my mind. But I’ve read we all have
gifts and we should use them. Mine is compassion, and until now, I didn’t realize I had it. If this
building burned down, I could tell you what you’d need to rebuild it. That’s not a gift, it’s a skill.
Compassion is a gift. I know what it’s like to lie there wondering if you’re going to live or die.
Some of the patients I see don’t get any visitors because they’re from out of town. I can be there
and let them know someone cares and understands.At our church, when someone is diagnosed
with cancer, people say, “Go talk to Greg.” I keep a case of Lance Armstrong Foundation
notebooks and other materials for that purpose. I meet with them and give them a book. I tell
them, “It’s going to be okay. Cancer’s not the end of the world; it’s beatable. Look at me.” I’m
blessed to be able to tell people that.Lifeline Chaplaincy:CanCare:CHAPTER 3Erasing the
stigma of lung cancerDeb VioletAge 55Stage IIIA lung cancerDiagnosed 1998
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Chris, “Great book. I'm in the process of reading it now. Very,very encouraging. When I saw the
title, I immediately downloaded on Amazon, yesterday and today ordered 3 hard copies to hand
out to others. I've checked out many of the sights they have within the chapters...great
resources, plus the questions at the end of each section would be good for a book study with
support groups with cancer. One of the 3 copies, I will give to my daughter who is 31 with
melanoma of the eye, another will go to another young woman with cancer I know who has been
given months to live. The last I'm sure God will give me the name for whom it should go to. I too
have been diagnosed with a rare and aggressive cancer...but this book is assuring me what I
already know. I'm thankful to the Nurses, Dr's and medicine...but God is the great physician...He
is the one who knows the number of our days. Just Hang on to Him.”

Cathy M., “Very inspiring!. I discovered this book shortly after being diagnosed with metastatic
breast cancer and it was the most encouraging and helpful thing I could have read at that point.
It gave me hope and a whole new way of looking at my diagnosis. I highly recommend this book
to anyone who finds themselves in a similar situation. Now whenever I have a bad day, I go back
to this book and read a chapter or two about someone who didn't let the cancer defeat their
spirit, who managed to really "live" with their diagnosis and beyond the prognosis, and it's the
shot I need to keep my spirit strong, as important to me as the shots I get to physically control
the cancer!”

H. Droitsch, “This was one of my favorite books while I was undergoing chemotherapy. This was
one of my favorite books while I was undergoing chemotherapy. it gave me strength when I was
up in the early hours of the morning struggling to understand what was going on...and wanting
some positive words...the stories were very important to me....and were reread often.”

Jeandf, “I highly recommend this book. I bought this book to have on hand if/when someone I
know is diagnosed with cancer. I read this many years ago. I learned so much from it. If you or
someone you know receives a cancer diagnosis, I highly recommend this book.”

Elyn Jacobs, “From Incurable to Incredible. This book is a must-read! The stories Tami has
included are beyond inspirational. I talk a lot about cancer prevention, but after reading these
stories, I am overwhelmed with the realization that the mind-body connection is very powerful,
and that more attention needs to be paid to this as a cure as well as a critical part of treatment.
Thank you for sharing these stories of courage and for reminding us to reach out to others.
These people truly embrace life and the opportunity to help others and that is a lesson for all of
us.”

Reva J Albright, “Hope from the universe.. This was an excellent book for those who have gone



through the medical machine with cancer. When the medical machine has done all they could do
they give us a death sentence and send us home to die. That is the time to look for the door or
path leading to healing.Our bodies can heal themselves, we just need to participate in that
process beginning with believing we can. Incorporate visualization, prayer, spiritual practice
(spirt is spirit, energy) not one spiritual path is better then the rest. All lead to the source. The
most important part of healing ourselves is unconditional love to everyone you meet. With that
amount of love the world shifts and our plant also begins to heal.”

krispy_enterprises, “uplifting stories from a wide variety of patients. What I like best is the range
of cancers represented ... everything from esophageal to lung to germ cell cancer. The stories
are written in simple language and really pull the reader in. These patients used conventional
treatments but also relied on religion and chutzpah. You dont have to be a cancer survivor to
treasure this collection.”

MM, “I carry this with me wherever I go. This book is a constant source of empowerment for me
and so many others. I have read over a hundred books on all types of subjects with relation to
breast cancer, beating it, crazy cures - and yours is the one that I carry with me wherever I go.
Thank you for being you and sharing your journey with the world. You make a true difference for
so many, me included. I highly recommend.”

mark dennis, “A book that will help create a positive thought mode.. The perfect book for anyone
affected by cancer. Will lift the spirits and create positivity.”

Naomi Gordon, “Very good book. I enjoyed this book, however I did feel it was also an ad
campaign for a very expensive anti cancer fighting natural remedy!!”

Lola, “Five Stars. very inspirational”

wls-senatus, “Live better and live longer - defying the odds.. I bought this book when I was
diagnosed with incurable cancer two years ago (and I'm still here and doing well). The book is a
collection of anecdotes, but it does illustrate that long term continuing survival or recovery does
happen, and long term survivors tend to have several common, positive, and for want of a better
word, "connected" traits and behaviours. It does not promise a "recipe" for survival, but
fundamentally, the book is about hope for living better, and living longer, than the odds might
otherwise suggest.”

The book by Tami Boehmer has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 61 people have provided feedback.
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